
⑰22: K-Means Clustering
Learning
- isedLearningSupervised

Learning
Training Dataset Datasetonly contains y's

D =[(x,y)...,(X),y**)3 3 =2x, ..,x
correct

No inpute outputmapping
to model output I Iimput learnable from dataset

Goal: Learn about structure

Goal:Learn a function of dataset

from x -> y ①Clusters

1
Sequential structure
③ Subspace structure

Clow-dimensional structure)

14 Similarityor relationships
structure

Dataset=Gx! , . . .,x 3
Assume K clusters 1, ..., K
Goal of clustering!ingamethe
Produce an assignment 2, ..., zn
where 2ix2, ..., K3 and (i)
denotes cluster assigned to X

Ni

Need loss tortion thatmeasures how bad an assignment is

Today:K. Means clustering
Idea:Each cluster has a centroid N;for j=1,...,K
Loss:how far each y is to its assigned centroid



Loss function more formally:

2(2,.m, Nick I =E IIX-to
exampui

-
-

assignments centroids
y I"Reconstruction Error '

centoid of cluster
If we replaced each vil with for example i
its cluster centroid,
how wrong is that?

Can't directly do gradientdescent - 2is are discrete

strategytingminimization.. .e
Alternate until convergence:

② Choose 2, in to minimize (given choice of Nick

③ Choose Nick tominimize given choice of 2,in

Step1:Choose each is to be a random example in dataset
1

minimum, x2) => Zi =2

Step2:Minimizing wort. 2, in

For each i, Sat zi = argain 11X")-Nillax,we
j =1...k

-All prezi=j
Step8:minimizing wirt. Nick

11x" -Nail ↑x*xchose N;have
-

=zi; IIX-Nill* Now consider each;independently
j =3

For j=):TN, 1(2in, Nik)
=DN, Ezi: IIX -ill

-Z a(x e
(i) Average of all points

i =2i
=1

in Cluster 1



Note:Eventually we will converge
Atevery step 1 decreases (or stays same)

This is not guaranteed to find global optimum
--

Announcements
-

- Midterm graded

Progress reports due Thurs
- NW3 due 4/11
-"How much training data?"

error N

model "Learning curve"

-

..
#train examples

Donotdo
a

re

Wrong Answer:choose based on dev set

Larger K essentially

,,alwas decreases loss
loss i

"Elbow criterion"

elbow - transition between
loss going down

/ rapidly & going down slowlyA
8 K



(because ituses Euclidean distance)mansislooking
or sphenicolausethe

Need new algorithm that can barn
bothlocation AND se
-

ofclusters

Dan:Describe clusters as multivariate Gaussian distributionin

Standard univariate Gaussian

↑
mean variance

Standard-N=0,s
↑

multivariate Gaussian

(N =[8], =(6i))
highest Bear covariance

probability matrix

Covariance Var (X,) COV (X,, x2)
Matrix
z =(CoV(X.,x2] Var(x2) C

Var(X,3 =E [(X,-ECX1332]

Cov (X,, x2) =E [(X,-E[x13) (X2-E[X2]]]



correlation (X,,X2]=
-,Xe)
rix.Iforces)

COUSO (E positively correlated
COVCO 2= negatively correlated

& n

i.e.
X2

z
=

z =(ji)
z =(!i) z =(-!-)

2 =(!)


